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Compact, flexible, with moving walls

and pull-down beds: Inside the

apartments of the future which can be

reworked to cater to the owner's every

whim

Architecture and design firm Rothelowman has designed convertible

apartments in Melbourne

The apartments will feature a movable wall allowing residents to change the

layout of their apartment

The movable wall houses a kitchen, fridge, tv unit, bed and even bedside lockers 

Apartments can be completely transformed from a studio to a one-bedroom by

moving the roller wall around the pad

The convertible apartments are aimed at buyers looking for an affordable city

life 

By SARAH CARTY FOR DAILY MAIL AUSTRALIA 
PUBLISHED: 01:27 AEDT, 29 October 2014 | UPDATED: 03:36 AEDT, 29 October 2014

An Australian architecture and interior design company has pushed the boundaries
of apartment development by creating convertible pads of the future.

The nationwide firm Rothelowman, which has o"ices in Sydney, Melbourne and
Brisbane, is championing the innovative design.

With the price of city apartments blowing up in Melbourne, buyers are looking at
smaller, affordable, more compact living spaces and this firm believes it has found
the perfect solution to the shortage.
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An Australian architecture and interior design company has pushed the boundaries of
apartment development by creating convertible pads of the future

The convertible apartment can be adjusted to your preference and depending on
what configuration you adjust it to, it does or doesn’t have to have a bedroom.

The firm was inspired by Japanese interior design where moving walls are used to
completely redesign whole apartment in a number of minutes.

Rothelowman has drawn up the designs for a new development with is now under
construction at Abbotsford in Victoria.

With the prices of city apartments blowing up, people are looking at smaller, more compact
living and this firm believes it has found the perfect solution
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Peter, Sylvia Jeffreys
and more stars

Their dirty little secret!
Celebrities who
smoke...and you will
never guess which stars
can't seem to quit the
unhealthy habit

Natalie Barr shocked
as Samantha Armytage
asks whether boxer
Gary Corcoran 'lives in
a caravan' and 'if biting
is allowed in the gypsy
world' in VERY awkward
Sunrise segment 
 

'I have no idea how he
convinced his missus to
let him do another
musical': Fans react to
Beau Ryan starring in
Grease after alleged
affair with Aladdin co-
star Lauren Brant
 

'You like to be nude!'
Kim Kardashian asks
grandmother MJ, 83, if
she and sisters are 'too
sexy'... as they bond
over their multiple and
brief marriages
 

Beach towels for his
bros and earrings for
his girlfriend! Matt
Okine's top picks for
Christmas gifts (and
where you can find
brilliant presents for
your loved ones) 
SPONSORED

'If Harvey said that,
he's full of s***': Renée
Zellweger DENIES
offering Weinstein
sexual favors for roles 
 

'I wanted to be a rugby
player!' Luke Bracey
reveals he eyed a career
in football before
getting his start on
Home And Away and
going on to become a
Hollywood star
 

'Welcome to the
world': Lindy Klim
announces the birth of
her fourth child as she
reveals first photo and
the bub's unique name
in a heartfelt post

Guess who! She's an
Australian actress who
rose to fame on
Neighbours...but would
YOU recognise her in
this throwback snap
from when she was just
18 years old?
 

The six ways to
prepare your kitchen for
Christmas Day, revealed
- and why you need to
start planning for the
festive holiday NOW
 

The new apartments will feature pull-down beds and movable walls to enable residents to
change their apartment to suit their needs

The apartments are currently being built as a gateway to the Victoria East Precinct.

According to Rothelowman, the project will ‘raise the standard for excellence in

large scale inner city urban housing developments.’

The new apartments will feature pull-down beds and movable walls to enable

residents to change their apartment to suit their needs.

A one-bedroom apartment can easily be changed into a studio pad for a party at the

drop of the hat.

A one-bedroom apartment can easily be changed into a studio pad for a party at the drop of
the hat

The feature wall, which moves around the apartment, contains a television unit, a kitchen with
fridge, bedroom robes and even bedside tables

Speaking to The Daily Telegraph, Rothelowman principal Chris Hayton said it was

extremely important for the firm to perfect the mechanics of the movable walls or

people would not buy into it.

The feature wall, which moves around the apartment, contains a television unit, a

kitchen with fridge, bedroom robes and even bedside tables.
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'They aren't big
believers in painkillers
in Italy!': Lisa Wilkinson
says she was given NO
pain relief at Italian
hospital when doctors
moved her bones into
place after arm fracture
 

Now THAT'S a way to
sell music! Imogen
Anthony strips down to
a sheer bodysuit and
gyrates as video clip
drops for DJ Kronic's
racy new track
Restricted
 

Still on your mind?
Worse for wear Conor
McGregor shout out
Rita Ora's name during
another wild night out in
London... after backlash
for 'disrespectful' cosy
'date night'

Next stop Oscars?
Margot Robbie tipped
for awards show glory
after winning rave
reviews for I, Tonya
 

Top of the crops! The
Bachelor reject Elora
Murger flaunts her
stunning figure in a
revealing lace outfit as
she joins Luke Bracey
at a Ralph Lauren event
in Sydney
 

EXCLUSIVE:'She's
ditching boys for men':
Stephanie Pratt makes
red carpet debut with
producer Jack Noble...
but suffers awkward

It also includes a huge pull-down queen size bed and a lot of storage so the room is

easily transformed.

The movable wall also includes a huge pull-down queen size bed and a lot of storage so the
room is easily transformed.

“If you don’t provide a solution in the bedroom space and every nook and crank has

storage in it, so that the alarm clock doesn’t have to moved, if it is going to take you

five minutes to pack everything up you are never going to do it.

“If all you have to do is fold the bed up and everything else is already in a place

where it is concealed and everything can be moved for the wall to slide there is a

much better chance that people will move the wall more frequently. Mr Hayton said. 

Rothelowman has drawn up the designs for a new development with is now under construction
at Abbotsford in Victoria
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New York
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physique
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pregnant after suffering
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